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Finally a negative month on markets 

The market turbulence that first emerged in August intensified 
in September, leaving all main equity indices in negative 
territory for the first time this year. S&P 500 lost 4.65%, the 
growth-stock heavy NASDAQ 5.27% and the Swiss SMI, 
sometimes regarded as the safe haven among equity indices, a 
whopping 6.10%, respectively.  

Well-known factors behind the sell-off 

A few individual data points prompted some investors to sell 
equities throughout the month. First, markets fell in the week 
before the Federal Reserve’s meeting on 21st – 22nd September, 
as US consumer price index posted a 4% increase from a year 
ago. Initially, Chairman Jerome Powell’s comments on 
Wednesday 22nd about a gradual tapering of the asset 
purchases did not trigger any major market reaction. The sell-
off intensified however in the following days, as Mr. Powell 
admitted inflation to have been more rugged than the bank had 
anticipated and because of a few additional data points, such as 
weaker than expected US non-farm payrolls, and the resurfaced 
US debt ceiling debate. 

Stay on course, the recovery continues 

In these moments of market corrections, it is important to stay 
on track and keep cool. We attribute the sell-off primarily to 
investors’ appetite to rebalance portfolios and take profits after 
seven consecutive months of gains, rather than real problems 
below the surface. None of the reasons cited for the sell-off in 
the media is real news as such, perhaps with the exception for 
the cooling of Chinese factory activity due to the (electricity) 
power crunch in the country. 

With regards to interest rates and inflation, the recent inflation 
figures have been somewhat higher than expected. Yet there is 
broad evidence that the inflation is a result of bent-up demand 
after the lifting of lock-downs and resulting supply chain bottle 
necks, mostly from the semiconductors sector. We still do not 
see this inflation becoming persistent, as that would require 
consumers to hike their inflation expectations for a prolonged 
period. In the US, the past few months’ inflation expectations 
have been upwards spiralling, in the Eurozone clearly falling. 
Wage pressures play a pivotal role in the forming of inflation 
and inflation expectations, and to achieve sustainable wage 
inflation, economies would have to run close to their maximum 
potential output. In other words, we would need to see high 
employment and capacity utilisation before becoming worried 
about wage inflation, and in all fairness, we are not even close 
to such a situation. 

Also, what people tend to forget in the heating debate about 
interest rates and inflation is the fact that deflation and 
negative interest rates have long been considered a bigger 
problem for investment appetite of companies or sustainability 
of pension funds than any inflation threat. Now, the 
(temporary) inflation is about to correct some of these 
imbalances, and most policymakers gladfully welcome this 
trend. Japanification, a vicious circle of aging population, lack of 
investments and low demand for capital, has long been a real 
risk in the developed world. As this ghost is about to disappear, 
central banks probably will let inflation run hot for some time 
before intervening.  

Finally, another thing that people seem to forget is that 
companies will be able to pass on higher production costs to 
prices of their end products, at least in the medium-term. A 
temporary, sharp inflation shock would admittedly gnaw on 
operating margins in the short-term but clearly, companies will 
pass on these costs in the subsequent periods. Thus, sell-offs in 
growth stocks can sometimes be overdone: if a company 
produces growing cashflows in the future but none in the 
present, these future cashflows should also be adjusted 
upwards by the inflation factor, not only the discount rate used 
to discount them to the present.  

Although the next months may remain volatile, the recovery is 
well on track. Most macroeconomic indicators, such as the 
Empire State Manufacturing survey’s 6-month forward looking 
capital expenditure subindex (amber line in the below chart) 
continue to quote at multi-year highs. Similarly, many 
grassroots level indicators, such as the 7-day moving average 
of flown commercial flights (black line below) point toward 
increasing consumer activity. 

 

Source: Flightradar 24, Federal Reserve Bank of New York, Bloomberg. 

Our current asset allocation 

We maintain our equity overweight. We still like our long-term 
themes of scalable IT companies (both high-margin big tech 
and young companies whose break-even is approaching), 
consumer discretionary, green tech energy and select 
industrials. The sell-off has opened many buying opportunities 
in various sectors, and stocks look decently priced in 
anticipation of the soon-starting Q3 earnings season. 

The small uptick in medium-to long-term interest rates, 
combined with the increase in credit spreads and abundant 
new issuance flow has made the life easier for a bond investor 
again. We especially like certain subordinated perpetuals of 
high credit quality issuers, mostly in the Nordics market. 

As to currencies, we made the contrarian case for a weaker 
EUR/USD in the July issue of this letter. Although the greenback 
has strengthened, we believe there is still room to go as the Fed 
is getting closer to tapering its support and the imbalances in 
the Eurozone persist as before.  

On 2nd October 2021, 

with kind regards 

Juho Kivioja 


